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Chapter 1 : Aakash Study Material â€“ Second Hand for NEET.
Study @ home with Aakash Institute Distance Learning Program (DLP) Courses for Engineering-IIT JEE, Medical
AIPMT-NEET UG-AIIMS and 8, 9 & 10 Classes.

Aakash iTutor Aakash Digital As digital learning resources are new; how can I choose from live interactive
classes or recorded video lectures? Selection of live interactive classes or recorded video lectures completely
depends on the learning habits of the student. If the child prefers guidance of teachers and wants immediate
clearance of their doubts, live interactive classes at Aakash Live make a better choice for them. Recorded
video lectures by experienced Aakash faculty help them study whenever and wherever they want. Further,
they can repeat the videos as many times as they want until they master the topic. What is the difference
between Aakash iTutor and Aakash Live? Students can attend the live interactive classes from the
convenience of their home. All you need is just a digital learning device like desktop, laptop, tablet or mobile
phone with the internet connection. During the live classes, teachers explain the topic on the board and clear
all the doubts you have during the class. Aakash iTutor is basically a platform where students can learn at their
own pace by watching recorded video lectures. In addition to the recorded lectures, students also get access to
the tests, e-books and printed study material for regular revision. Does Aakash Digital offer any financial aid
to the economically weaker students? Aakash Digital aims to provide quality education to all the deserving
students. To help the students who cannot afford the fees, we offer scholarships. You can apply for the
scholarship test, take the exam as per the schedule and can get financial aid based on your performance in the
exam. Students without the internet connection can opt for Aakash iTutor. The course material is provided in
an SD card that students can access on their desktop, laptop, tablet or mobile phone even without having the
internet connection. Since there is no physical presence of a teacher, will the discipline be the same as that of
an actual classroom? Experienced teachers ensure that they maintain the same discipline in virtual classes as
they maintain in the physical classes. With fixed schedule of the classes, regular assessment through tests, the
record of the classes attended by the student and online parent-teacher meeting, online classes have same
discipline that of an actual classroom even without the physical presence of a teacher. As digital classes will
be for limited hours; will these be able to cover the complete syllabus? Live interactive classes and recorded
video lectures are carefully designed to cover the complete syllabus. Total hours of live classes and the
number of recorded videos is planned according to the syllabus covered in the course. Further, not just the
entrance exam syllabus, the course material also covers the syllabus for board exams, making it easier for the
students to prepare for both the entrance as well as school exams simultaneously. How skilled are the teachers
and what will be their availability for students who need extra help? Live interactive classes at Aakash Digital
are taken by experienced Aakash faculty. Teachers ask questions during the class to check how well students
are understanding the concepts and if they have any doubts, teachers clear them immediately. Since its purely
online, will a student get the same quality of education as one gets in a classroom? Be it the quality of study
material, experience of the teachers, immediate doubt resolution or two-way communication between teacher
and the students, live interactive classes by Aakash Live ensure completely classroom-like environment at the
convenience of your home. Parents get their own login credentials for Aakash Live, where they get all details
about their child. From the number of lectures, they missed to the total hours they completed during live
classes, and how they performed in tests, parents can check everything. In addition to this, parents can also
interact with the teachers during online Parents-Teacher Meeting and ask as many questions as they want
about the progress of their child. For the students studying through Aakash iTutor, we send weekly SMS to the
registered mobile number, with a brief of total hours of video watched by the student, top count of video
watched and average video watched within that week. In addition to this, the SMS also includes total test
taken by the student, maximum tests attempted by the student in that course and the average count of tests
attempted. Since there is no fixed schedule of classes, does it take more time to complete the syllabus in online
classes than the traditional classroom? Live interactive classes have a pre-decided schedule of total hours of
classes students will get in a course. Complete syllabus is covered during those hours. However, students can
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repeat the recorded videos later to revise the syllabus or to understand the concepts they missed during the
class. Similarly, recorded video lectures also have a fixed number of recorded video lectures that students need
to complete in a limited time to cover the complete syllabus. Students also get daily tests, fortnightly tests,
term tests, previous year papers and AIATS to evaluate their progress. To perform well in regular tests,
students definitely need to complete their syllabus. What if a student misses an online class due to bad internet
connection? Will they get a separate class for it? All live interactive classes on Aakash Live are recorded for
the students to watch later. Based on their budget and availability of the resources, students can buy NEET
course in any of the given forms. The SD-card The tablet The online course 2. Aakash Live â€” Students
enrolling for Aakash Live get live interactive classes direct at their home. Experienced Aakash faculty take
live classes that students can access from anywhere on laptop, desktop, mobile phone or tablet. Students
enrolling for online NEET course at Aakash Digital can pay their fees both in online as well as offline mode.
They will send you a payment link on your email, using which you can pay the fees. You can pay the fees in
two installments where first installment needs to be paid at the time of the admission and the second
installment is paid in the beginning of the second year. Yes, Aakash does provide a Scholarship to the
deserving students. You need to take a scholarship test based on which you will be provided discount on the
overall NEET fees. Do you have a online crash course for NEET? Yes, we do have crash courses for NEET
for the students studying in 12th or have passed class 12th. Live interactive classes for medical courses are of
1 hour and 30 minutes. Students need to log into their accounts to attend the live class. One recorded video
lecture in Aakash iTutor is of minimum 30 minutes. Is there a provision for changing the batch or course?
Yes, students who took admission in Aakash Live can change their batch by paying a transfer fee of INR 1,
But there is no provision for change in the course. How can parents interact with respective teachers taking
online NEET classes? Parents are provided with a separate account to check the activities of their pupil.
Parents can check weekly as well as monthly performance of their kids by simply logging into the account.
They can freely ask about their queries and reports of their children while coming live at the same time. The
message includes all the details like the total hour of videos a student accessed, tests they appeared for and
their results in the tests. How many classes or recorded lectures will I get throughout the course? Will I also
get printed study material for medical exam preparation? The books help you in revision and making notes for
the final preparation of NEET. Choosing Aakash Digital makes studying efficient, well-organized and
authentic. You get the same quality of education, study material and guidance as you get in the classroom
coaching. You need to take a scholarship test based on which you will be provided discount on the overall JEE
fees. How can parents interact with respective teachers taking online JEE classes? What are the number of
classes online JEE course contain? Yes, students are provided with printed study material as well as e-books,
once they sign up for online JEE course. What will be the duration for JEE online courses? The time duration
of JEE course differs from course to course. You can check the complete details of courses by clicking on the
below links: What is the average duration of JEE live classes and recorded video lectures respectively? Live
interactive classes for the engineering courses are of 1 hour and 30 minutes. How can I pay for my preferred
online JEE course? Students enrolling for online JEE course at Aakash Digital can pay their fees both in
online as well as offline mode. May I pay JEE online course fees in installments? Do you have Repeater batch
for JEE students? For more details, visit JEE Repeater Course Foundations What are the various competitive
exams that the online foundation courses help in? In addition to scholarship tests, foundation courses also help
you prepare for future medical and engineering entrance exams. For which class foundation courses are
available at Aakash Digital? How can I pay for the course? Students enrolling for online foundation course at
Aakash Digital can pay their fees both in online as well as offline mode. Can I change the course from Aakash
Digital to the traditional classroom course? Yes, you can get a transfer from Aakash Digital to traditional
classroom course or vice-a-versa by paying a transfer fees of INR 1, Can I pay the course fee in installments?
No, there is no provision for installments for foundation course fee. May I get a scholarship? You need to take
a scholarship test based on which you will be provided discount on the overall fees for the foundation course
you want to enroll for. What is the schedule and average duration of the classes? Schedule and average
duration of the classes depends on the modules and overall syllabus. Students who enroll for the course are
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informed about the same via email or SMS on the contact details submitted by them. Can I get a refund if I
leave the course in between?
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Chapter 2 : Aakash Distance Learning Programs for Medical (NEET-AIIMS) | Aakash DLP
The enrollment process in DLP is open throughout the year. However, students are advised to join at the earliest as it
will give them more time for study and revision of the course material.

This website help students in every manner. Syllabus is divided into three different sections physics,
Chemistry, Biology. Students can prepare according to different subjects. It also provides important chapters
and important topics which are commonly asked. It provides a live chat you can chat with experts and ask
your doubts without hesitation. It is one of the best rated website for online NEET preparation. It has a
detailed study material prepared by experts. The website has high-quality Practice Questions. Along with this
it has a fully-solved step-by-step solutions for the Practice Questions. Career Orbits provides a 3 step revision
list for effective practice. Questions that are wrongly attempted are passed through a system of 3-Step
Revision List. Clearing doubts once does not ensure that it will be able to attempt correctly in exam therefore
attempting questions at least 3 times assures perfection. One can buy good quality NEET study material on
this website. The online tests on this website are as difficult as the actual exam this means students get a true
picture of their preparations. You need plenty of time to prepare with Embibe. Key feature of Embibe is
RANKUP which is a powerful score improvement program which takes into account academic weaknesses,
behavioral irregularities and gaps in test taking strategy. Personalized guidance and guaranteed score
improvement study plan are paid features of Embibe whereas mock tests are free. Toppers Toppers is a
renowned name in online coaching. A student can create Mock Tests with desired syllabus and difficulty level
or attempt the tests already available on the website to Experience Real Exam-like Scenario. There is a trend
analysis of past year questions where one comes to know which topics to focus more. Study material on the
website has to be purchased. Aakash Itutor Aakash initially started with one to one coaching classes for
medical and engineering entrances, but with changing times, Aakash too has forayed into online preparations
for various entrances through Aakash itutor. You can buy complete online study material from itutor
comprising of online notes and videos or you can also chose to buy notes for a specific module and test series
separately. For example they tell you how many questions you attempted and how many were right, in several
formats. How much time did you take for each question, and whether the time taken was more than it should
have taken? It tells you the difficulty level of each question and shows your performance at all 3 difficulty
level, also compares it with the performance of your competitors. The website also lets one know what
percentile of students got a question right or wrong. They show individual performance per subject based on
the tests taken by a student. Tests keep taking place regularly on the website. A student can take these tests
according to their convenience. There are also reminders for a test. There are several tests to revise previous
topics of class 11th and 12th that too chapter wise. Simplylearnt This is one the best online preparation
website which offers FREE material for some time then if you liked the material you can subscribe for more.
The website offers Personalized 9 Miles Study Plan which means plan your preparation and complete your
syllabus on time. Complete Study Material for all chapters in the exam syllabus is uploaded on simplylearnt.
There are weekly tests on the website along with practice tests, improvement tests and timing tests. One can
clear doubts over an email and there is revert to every question within one working day. Above everything else
the website provides personalized guidance for students to clear their concepts. There is detailed course
material uploaded on the website subject wise. A doubt clinic is available on the website where the students
can clear doubts for respective subjects separately. There are experienced faculties who have etoosindia online
study plan. Students can download study material for particular modules by particular faculty. There are also
mock tests which are very good to get a real time practice for NEET exam.
Chapter 3 : download allen aakash study material free Archives - www.nxgvision.com
Well you can get free study material from Aakash but you cannot download them if you rank 1 in ANTHE. Look mate the
thing is, AAKASH/ALLEN/ FIITJEE and any other institutes are on education business and earn hundreds of crores just
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by selling study material to the distance learn program candidates.

Chapter 4 : Biology - NEET (AIPMT) Study Material | askIITians
Examrace is one of the largest-accurate, and comprehensive source of free study material for NEET âˆ’ NEET was
previously called AIPMT.

Chapter 5 : AAKASH STUDY MATERIAL FOR NEET AND AIIMS PACK OF 25 BOOKS By NA
Properties of compounds Containing Hydrogen Bonding [ (Solubility of hydrogen-Bonded Molecules), (Structure of Ice),
(Cleansing Action), (Hydrogen Bonding in Biological Compounds and Food Materials)].

Chapter 6 : Aakash Study Material for NEET - Delhi | Clankart
aakash institute study material solutions aakash study material for neet pdf aakash study material for class 11 aakash
study material pdf for medical aakash institute books pdf.

Chapter 7 : aakash institute study material free download pdf Archives - www.nxgvision.com
Originally Answered: Is the Aakash study material enough for the NEET and AIIMS? Frankly speaking a big no if physics
and chemistry are considered. Aakash material for biology is sufficient but for physics you need to practice books like dc
pandey, hc verma to get a good hold on it.

Chapter 8 : Aakash Digital | Frequently Asked Questions
This is a very good website for providing online study material NEET for preparation. It provides notes which help
students to recognize easily, provides a free mock test for practice. From the mock test students get idea how the
questions will ask in the exam.

Chapter 9 : SecondHand Allen NEET Study Material - Study Material for Medical Exams
Biology Study Material for NEET (AIPMT) In all the pre-medical exams, Biology, being the highest score carrying
subject, can assure you guaranteed rank if you have prepared well. Most of the questions of Biology are based on basic
concepts of NCERT.
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